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ABSTRACT
The 21-cm signal in the vicinity of the first stars is expected to reflect properties of the
first stars. In this study we pay special attention to tracing the time evolution of the
ionizing photons’ escape fraction, which affects the distribution of neutral hydrogen,
by performing radiation hydrodynamics (RHD) simulations resolving dense gas in
a halo. We find that the radial profile of 21-cm differential brightness temperature
is quite sensitive to the stellar and halo masses, which reflects the time evolution
of the escape fraction. In the case of a less massive star, ionizing photons hardly
escape from its host halo due to the absorption by dense halo gas, thus an deep 21-cm
absorption feature at just outside the halo lasts a long time. Whereas photons from
a massive star well working to heat the ambient intergalactic medium turn out to
cause a spatially extended 21-cm emission signature. Although individual signals are
found to be undetectable with the Square Kilometre Array, our analysis using the
results from the RHD simulations indicates that the properties of the first stars are
imprinted on the 21-cm global signal: its amplitude depends not only on the cosmic
star formation rate density, but also on the typical mass of the first stars due to the
stellar-mass-dependent heating rate. Thus, we suggest that the initial mass function
of the first stars is an essential factor in understanding the global signal.
Key words: (cosmology:) dark ages, reionization, first stars – radiative transfer –
hydrodynamics – (galaxies:) intergalactic medium – (ISM:) H II regions – radio lines:
general
1 INTRODUCTION
The first stars are believed to have formed at redshift z =
20−30 in dark matter mini-haloes with masses of ∼ 105−6M
(e.g., Tegmark et al. 1997; Nishi & Susa 1999; Abel et al.
2002; Bromm et al. 2002; Yoshida et al. 2003, 2006; Gao et al.
2007; O’Shea & Norman 2007; Yoshida et al. 2008), and to
have played crucial roles on the subsequent structure forma-
tion and the thermal history of the Universe. For example,
they are likely main ionizing sources at the beginning of cos-
mic reionization (Alvarez et al. 2006; Johnson et al. 2007).
In addition, heavy elements provided by the first stars en-
hance the subsequent star formation activities (Wise et al.
? E-mail: tanaka.toshiyuki@d.mbox.nagoya-u.ac.jp
2012; Karlsson et al. 2013). The first stars are also expected
to be seeds of the super massive black holes observed at high
redshifts z > 6 (Venemans et al. 2013; Ban˜ados et al. 2014;
Wu et al. 2015).
These impacts strongly depend on the mass spectrum
of the first stars, thus clarifying the formation of the first
stars is a crucial issue in the modern cosmology and astro-
physics. It has long been known that the thermal evolution
of the primordial gas is different from that at the present-
day due to the lack of heavy elements (Palla et al. 1983).
The typical temperature in a primordial gas cloud is higher
than that in metal-rich gas clouds because of inefficient cool-
ing by hydrogen molecules alone. This causes the high mass
accretion rate onto a primordial protostar from a primordial
gas cloud. Recent computational power starts to allow us
to consider the detailed physical processes and to evaluate
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the mass accretion onto the first protostar (Hosokawa et al.
2011; Greif et al. 2012; Susa 2013; Stacy et al. 2016). How-
ever there is still inconsistency on the typical mass of the
first stars even among recent state-of-the-arts simulations;
For instance, Susa et al. (2014) predicted the mass function
with a peak at ∼ 100 M, while Hirano et al. (2015) showed
a more wider range extended to more massive stars.
As for observations, the direct detection of the stellar
radiation from the first stars is desirable but is still difficult
even with the forthcoming instruments, such as the Euro-
pean Extremely Large Telescope, the James Webb Space
Telescope, and the Thirty Meter Telescope. An alternative
way to explore the evidence for the first stars is to observe
the hyperfine structure line of neutral hydrogen, so-called
21-cm line, emitted from the vicinity of the first stars. Since
the ionization state and temperature of the gas around the
first stars are determined by their luminosity, it is highly
expected that the distribution of 21-cm line signal reflects
the stellar mass. Chen & Miralda-Escude´ (2008) computa-
tionally showed that a distinctive 21-cm signature appears
around the first star. In the very vicinity of the first star,
there is almost no 21-cm signal because the gas is highly
ionized. At the ionization front (I-front), the gas is partially
ionized and heated. The gas far from the I-front is colder
than the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) tempera-
ture, and the gas temperature almost equals to the spin tem-
perature owing to the coupling process through the Lyman-α
(Lyα) pumping (Wouthuysen-Field effect; hereafter WF ef-
fect Wouthuysen 1952; Field 1958). Consequently, a 21-cm
emitting region is surrounded by a 21-cm absorption region.
Yajima & Li (2014) also studied the 21-cm signature around
the first stars by conducting radiative transfer simulations,
and estimated the detectability of the signal with the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA). They concluded that detecting the
signal is difficult even with the SKA.
However, these studies consider a static and uniform
medium around the first stars and seem to miss some impor-
tant points that affect the estimated 21-cm signature. For
example, the dense gas distributed in a mini-halo, which
they did not resolve, likely impacts the escape fraction of
ionizing photons from the halo, thus the resultant size of
the ionized region around the halo may change accordingly.
In order to estimate the escape fraction precisely, radiation
hydrodynamics (RHD) simulations are required. Kitayama
et al. (2004) performed RHD simulations to study the evolu-
tion of ionized regions around the first stars. They found that
a halo hosting the first star is completely photo-ionized if an
I-front changes from the D-type I-front to the R-type I-front1
within the lifetime of the central star. Since the transition
of the I-front occurs when the central region in a halo dy-
namically expands due to the thermal pressure enhanced by
photo-heating, the type transition is sensitive to the amount
of the gas in the halo, the potential of the halo, and the lu-
minosity of the first star. Therefore the time evolution of
the escape fraction strongly depends on the stellar and halo
masses (Kitayama et al. 2004).
In addition to the 21-cm signal in the vicinity of an in-
1 A D-type I-front slowly propagates in a high-density region.
On the other hand, an R-type I front travels through a rarefied
medium with supersonic speed.
dividual halo, the sky-averaged 21-cm signal (the so-called
global 21-cm signal) likely has some imprints reflecting the
properties of the first stars. This was theoretically predicted
(Furlanetto 2006; Pritchard & Loeb 2010; Mesinger et al.
2013; Yajima & Khochfar 2015) and recently attracts more
attention due to the claim of detection of the signal (Bow-
man et al. 2018). However, previous studies based on simpli-
fied one-zone models did not take into account the stellar-
mass dependence of the global signal; the stellar-mass-
dependent escape fraction mentioned above brings about the
mass-dependent-heating rate of the intergalactic medium
(IGM). Besides, even with a given cosmic star formation
rate density (SFRD), the cosmic stellar mass density would
depend on the stellar mass function of the first stars because
their lifetime has a dependence on their mass.
To obtain reliable 21-cm signatures around the first
stars, in this work, we conduct a series of spherically sym-
metric one-dimensional RHD simulations for individual first
stars. In particular, we resolve the high-density region within
a halo, by which we are able to appropriately consider the
escaping process of ionizing photons from a halo and to eval-
uate time evolution of the radial profile of the 21-cm bright-
ness temperature. Based on our simulation results, we ex-
plore the dependence of the 21-cm signal around the first
stars on their stellar mass, halo mass, and their formation
redshift. Furthermore, using our simulation results, we eval-
uate the detectability of the 21-cm signal around individual
first stars and the dependence of the global 21-cm signal on
properties of the first stars.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the methodology of our simulations. Then in Sec-
tion 3, we show simulated spatial distributions of the 21-
cm brightness temperature around individual first stars and
evaluate the detectability of these signals with the SKA.
In Section 4, we compute the global 21-cm signal by using
our simulation results. Section 5 is devoted to discuss uncer-
tainties in our results. Finally, we summarize our study in
Section 6.
Throughout this paper, we work with a flat ΛCDM cos-
mology with the matter density Ωm0 = 0.308, the Hubble
constant h0 = 0.678, and the baryon density Ωb0 = 0.0485
(Planck Collaboration XIII 2016).
2 MOTHOD
2.1 Setup
We consider a single first star embedded in a mini-halo, and
each run starts just after the ignition of the first star. Each
simulation run is characterized by three parameters: the halo
mass (Mhalo), the stellar mass (Mstar), and the formation red-
shift of the first star (zf). The halo mass is defined as the
total mass of three components, i.e, the gaseous, stellar, and
dark matter components, within the virial radius rvir:
Mhalo = Mstar + Mgas + MDM, (1)
MDM =
(
1 − Ωb
Ωm
)
Mhalo, (2)
where Mgas and MDM are respectively the gas mass and the
dark matter mass. Once the halo mass is determined, the
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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corresponding virial radius can be expressed as
rvir = 50.8
(
Mhalo
105M
)1/3 ( 1 + zf
20
)−1
physical pc. (3)
The initial gas density profile in a halo is assumed to
obey a power-law distribution with the index of −2.2, which
is indicated by previous studies (e.g., Omukai & Nishi 1998;
Susa et al. 2014; Hirano et al. 2015), and is serially con-
nected to the uniform IGM density at a given redshift,
ρIGM(z) = 8.6×10−30Ωb0(1+z)3 g cm−3. Hence the gas density
distribution is given by
ρgas(r) = max
{
ρIGM(zf), ρgas,c
(
r
rc
)−2.2 }
, (4)
where r is the distance from the centre of the halo, ρgas,c is
the gas mass density of the innermost shell, and rc is the
core radius. We set ρgas,c = 1.67 × 10−18 g cm−3 so that the
central gas number density corresponds to 106 cm−3, as in
Kitayama et al. (2004). The core radius, rc, is determined
to satisfy a condition of 4pi
∫ rvir
0 ρgas(r)r2dr = Mgas. As for
the dark matter density profile in a halo, we use the NFW
profile (Navarro et al. 1995, 1996, 1997) given by
ρDM(r) =
ρ0,DM
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (5)
where rs is the scale radius defined as rs = rvir/cvir. We em-
ploy the concentration parameter, cvir, depending on redshift
and halo mass shown by Bullock et al. (2001). The ampli-
tude of the profile is determined so that the total dark matter
mass within rvir corresponds to MDM.
The initial gas temperature is determined based on the
following assumption; The gas adiabatically evolves after the
decouple epoch 1 + zdec ≈ 137 (Peebles 1993), and the gas
in high-density regions cool via molecular hydrogen cooling
down to 500 K. Letting TIGM(zf) be the IGM temperature at
zf , the temperature distribution is given by
Tgas(r) = min
{
TIGM(zf)
(
ρgas(r)
ρIGM(zf)
)2/3
, 500 K
}
, (6)
where TIGM(zf) = TCMB,zdec
(
1+zf
1+zdec
)2
, with being TCMB,zdec =
2.725 × (1 + zdec) K at the decoupling epoch zdec. The in-
dex of 2/3 is derived from the assumption that the gas is
adiabatically heated up.
For the initial velocity, we only consider the Hubble ve-
locity, vinit(r) = r/H(zf). In reality the gas in a halo should
still accretes toward the centre of the halo when the central
star is born. However, such an initial infall velocity hardly
changes the resultant structure of the 21-cm brightness tem-
perature because it reverses due to the thermal pressure of
ionized gas soon after the simulation starts.
We conduct each simulation during the main-sequence
lifetime of the first star, tlife. The values of the effective tem-
perature, Teff , the total number of ionizing photon emitted
per second, Ûnion, and tlife, depending on the stellar mass Mstar,
are taken from Schaerer (2002). For simplicity, the time evo-
lution of the spectrum is not considered.
Since it is important to discuss the impact of resolving
dense gas in a mini-halo, we also perform a reference run
employing a static and uniform medium, which is assumed in
previous studies (Chen & Miralda-Escude´ 2008; Yajima & Li
2014). In this run, we assume 50 per cent of ionizing photons
can escape from the halo. Table 1 summarizes representative
runs that we perform in this study.
2.2 Simulation code
Based on the initial setup, the evolution of the gas in a halo
is calculated with a modified version of an RHD simula-
tion code used in previous studies (Kitayama et al. 2000,
2001, 2004; Hasegawa et al. 2009), which adopts the La-
grangian finite-difference scheme in a spherically symmet-
ric geometry. The code enables us to solve hydrodynamics,
non-equilibrium chemistry regarding primordial gas, and the
radiative transfer of ionizing photons self-consistently.
The basic equations for a Lagrangian gas shell are
dm
dr
= 4pir2ρ, (7)
d2r
dt2
= −4pir2 dp
dm
− GMtot(r)
r2
+
d(rH)
dt
, (8)
du
dt
=
p
ρ2
dρ
dt
+
H − L
ρ
, (9)
where r, m, ρ, p, u, Mtot(r), H, H , and L are the distance
from the central star, mass, mass density, pressure, specific
internal energy, the total mass inside r of the shell, the Hub-
ble parameter, the heating rate, and the cooling rate, re-
spectively. Also, mp and kB respectively indicate the proton
mass and the Boltzmann constant. The equation of state,
p = (2/3)ρu = ρkBTgas/(µmp), is used to close the equations
above, letting µ be the mean molecular weight. We treat the
dark matter component as a static medium, by which we
consider a dynamically relaxed (virialized) halo. As for the
equation of motion, equation (8), we neglect the radiation
force caused by ionizing photons but consider the Hubble ex-
pansion, because of the following reasons: (i) the impact of
the radiation force on the gas in a halo is remarkable only at
a very early phase after the central first star starts to shine
(Kitayama et al. 2004), and (ii) the 21-cm signal around the
first star is often extended up to 1 comoving Mpc where the
Hubble expansion is not negligible (e.g., Chen & Miralda-
Escude´ 2008; Yajima & Li 2014).
To solve the energy equation, equation (9), the heating
rate, H , and the cooling rate, L, are obtained by solving
the radiative transfer of ionizing photons and the chemical
reactions regarding primordial gas. The chemical evolution
follows
dni
dt
= Ci(Tgas, nj ) − Di(Tgas, nj )ni, (10)
where ni is the number density of the i-th species, Ci and
Di are the creation and destruction rates of the i-th species.
In addition to chemical species of e, Hi, Hii, H−, H2, H+2 ,
which are originally considered in Kitayama et al. (2004), we
further consider Hei, Heii, and Heiii to calculate the distri-
butions of Hi and gas temperature accurately. The chemical
reactions and cooling rates of He are taken from Fukugita
& Kawasaki (1994). The thermal and chemical evolution are
implicitly solved at the same time, assuming the initial abun-
dance shown by Galli & Palla (1998).
When we solve the thermal and chemical evolution,
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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Run Name Dynamics Halo gas Redshift Stellar Mass [M ] Halo Mass [M ] tlife [Myr]
Run-Ref no no 20 100 - 2.7
Run-z20S100H8e5 yes yes 20 100 8 × 105 2.7
Run-z20S500H8e5 yes yes 20 500 8 × 105 1.9
Run-z20S40H8e5 yes yes 20 40 8 × 105 3.8
Run-z20S100H3e5 yes yes 20 100 3 × 105 2.7
Run-z20S100H3e6 yes yes 20 100 3 × 106 2.7
Run-z10S100H8e5 yes yes 10 100 8 × 105 2.7
Run-z30S100H8e5 yes yes 30 100 8 × 105 2.7
Table 1. Summary of representative runs performed in this paper. Note that each run is named after the formation redshift, the stellar
mass, and the halo mass employed in the run. Dynamics means whether each run includes gas dynamics or not, Halo gas indicates
whether we consider halo gas whose density profile is explained in Section 2, redshift is the redshift at which the star is formed and
begins to emit photons.
the photo-heating and photo-ionization rates of i-th species
(i=Hi, Hei, and Heii) should be determined consistently, by
solving the radiative transfer. Taking the weight of the ab-
sorption probability by the i-th species into account, we es-
timate the photo-ionization rates at each time step as (Susa
2006; Yoshiura et al. 2017),
ki,γ(r) = 1Vshelln
∫ ∞
νi
dν
niσi(ν)∑
j njσj (ν)
L(ν)
hν
e−τν (r)(1 − e∆τν (r)),
(11)
where Vshell is the volume of the shell, σi(ν) is the cross sec-
tion of the i-th species, L(ν) is the luminosity of the central
source, νi is the ionization threshold frequency of the i-th
species, τν(r) is the optical depth between the central star
and the shell,
τν(r) =
∑
i
σi(ν)
∫ r
0
nidr, (12)
∆τν is the optical depth in the shell, and h is the Planck
constant. In the radiative transfer calculation, we employ the
on-the-spot approximation because the transfer of diffuse
photons hardly affects the dynamics and the distribution of
neural hydrogen (Hasegawa & Umemura 2010).
Similar to the photo-ionization rates, the total photo-
heating rate is given by
H(r) = 1
Vshell
∑
i
∫ ∞
νi
dν
niσi(ν)∑
j njσj (ν)
L(ν)
hν
e−τν (r)
× (1 − e∆τν (r))(hν − hνi)(1 − ηα), (13)
where, ηα is the fraction of the ejected electrons’ energy
which is not directly converted to the thermal energy but is
used for exciting neutral hydrogen (see Section 2.3). We use
the formula ηα(xHii) = 0.4766(1− x0.2735Hii )1.5221, where xHii is
the ionization fraction of hydrogen (Shull & van Steenberg
1985).
Since the relevant physical scales widely range from ∼
0.1 pc (the core scale of a halo) to ∼ 100 kpc (the size of
an ionized bubble), a uniform shell mass is inappropriate to
solve the equation of motion. Therefore, we employ the shell
mass that logarithmically increases toward outside,
logmn = logmmin + (n − 1) logmmax − logmminNbin
, (14)
where, mn is the mass of the n-th shell (n = 1, 2, · · ·, Nbin),
Nbin is the total number of the shells for which we adopt
Nbin = 500. With mmin being the central mass of a halo
(4pi/3r3c ρgas,c) and mmax = 1010M, we can resolve inner
∼ 0.1 physical pc, and can trace the evolution of an ionization
front up to ∼ 100 physical kpc.
2.3 Computing 21-cm signal
Based on results from the RHD simulations, we compute
the 21-cm signal around the first star. We start with a brief
introduction of the cosmological 21-cm signal and then in-
troduce our computing method.
The cosmological Hi 21-cm signal can be measured as
the difference from the CMB radiation. Assuming the pe-
culiar velocity of gas is negligible compared to the Hubble
velocity, the differential brightness temperature at a given
redshift, z, is estimated by (e.g., Furlanetto & Oh 2006)
δTb =
TS − TCMB(z)
1 + z
(1 − e−τ21 )
≈38.7nHi
n¯H
(
1 + z
20
)1/2 TS − TCMB(z)
TS
mK, (15)
where TS, TCMB(z), τ21, nHi, and n¯H are the spin tempera-
ture, the CMB temperature at a given redshift z, the optical
depth for the Hi 21-cm line, the number density of neutral
hydrogen, and the average number density of hydrogen nu-
clei in the Universe, respectively. The spin temperature is
determined by the excitation and de-excitation by the CMB
photons, collisions with atoms and electrons, and the pump-
ing by Lyα photons (the WF effect), thus given by
T−1S =
T−1CMB + xcT
−1
gas + xαT
−1
α
1 + xc + xα
, (16)
where Tα is the colour temperature of Lyα photons. As far as
we consider optically thick gas, the assumption of Tα = Tgas
is generally valid because a number of Lyα photons enable
the colour temperature Tα to coincide with the gas temper-
ature Tgas. The collisional coupling coefficient, xc, and the
Lyα coupling coefficient, xα, are respectively given by
xc =
C10T∗
A10TCMB
, xα =
P10T∗
A10TCMB
, (17)
where C10, P10, A10, and T∗ are the de-excitation rate due
to collisions, the number of Lyα photon scattering per atom
per unit time, the spontaneous emission coefficient of the hy-
perfine structure of neutral hydrogen, and the temperature
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corresponding to the transition energy. For the Hi 21-cm
line, T∗ = 0.068 K and A10 = 2.85 × 10−15 s−1.
In order to determine C10, we take into account colli-
sions of neutral hydrogen with neutral hydrogen, protons
and electrons:
C10 = nHiκHi(Tgas) + neκe(Tgas) + npκp(Tgas). (18)
As for these collisional coupling coefficients, κHi, κe, and κp,
we use the fitting formulae given by Kuhlen et al. (2006),
Liszt (2001), and Smith (1966). The quantities required for
calculating the coefficients, i.e. nHi, ne, np, and Tgas, can be
obtained from the RHD simulations.
We basically follow the method developed by Chen &
Miralda-Escude´ (2008) to calculate the coupling via the WF
effect. The Lyα mean intensity at a position r is required to
obtain P10, for which we consider two processes. One is the
redshifted ultraviolet (UV) continuum photons emitted from
the central star with frequencies between the Lyα frequency
and the Lyman limit frequency: The resonance occurs when
the redshifted photons coincide with particular energies of
the Lyman series. In this case, the subsequent cascade pro-
cess leads to the production of new Lyα photons. The num-
ber intensity of these “recycled” Lyα photons can be written
by
Jc =
nmax∑
n=2
Θ(νn+1 − ν′n) frecycle(n)
N(ν′n)
(4pi)2r2 , (19)
where Θ is the Heaviside function to take into account hori-
zon scales of Lyman series photons (Ahn et al. 2015), ν′n
is the frequency of emitted photons at the rest frame of the
central star, which can redshift to the frequency correspond-
ing the n-th excitation level, νn, when they arrive at r, N(ν)
is the number luminosity per frequency of the central star,
and frecycle(n) is the fraction of Lyman series photons which
turn out to be Lyα photons via cascades (Furlanetto & Oh
2006). The typical optical depth of each shell in our simu-
lations is much larger than unity. For that reason, we as-
sume that emitted photons with frequencies of νn-νn+1 are
immediately absorbed when their frequencies becomes νn.
Therefore, each Lyman series photon has its horizon scale,
beyond which any absorptions do not happen. The summa-
tion of n should be stopped at some large nmax for which we
set nmax = 30 (Furlanetto & Oh 2006).
The other process is excitations of neutral hydrogen by
secondary electrons ejected via photo-ionization. Since we
consider photons with hard spectra from the central stars,
the ejected electrons have kinetic energies high enough to
excite neutral hydrogen. The Lyα mean intensity produced
by subsequent de-excitations is expressed as
Ji =
cηαH
4piH(z)hν2α
. (20)
By using Jc and Ji, P10 is described as
P10 =
4
27
H(z)τGP(z) JcSc + JiSiJ˜0
. (21)
Here J˜0 is defined as cnH/(4piνα). The Gunn-Peterson optical
depth, τGP, is given by
τGP =
χαn¯Hi(z)c
H(z)να . (22)
Here, χα = (pie2/mec) fα is the Lyα absorption cross section
at the line centre , fα = 0.4162 is the oscillator strength
of the Lyα transition, n¯Hi is the average number density of
the neutral hydrogen. In equation (21), Sc and Si are the
suppression factors originated from the fact that the shape of
the radiation spectrum changes during multiple scattering.
We assume that Sc = Si, and use the fitting formula given
by Furlanetto & Pritchard (2006):
Sc = Si ≈ 1 − 4pi
3
√
3Γ(2/3)
α +
8pi
3
√
3Γ(1/3)
α2 − 4
3
α3, (23)
α = 0.717T−2/3gas
(
τGP
106
)1/3
, (24)
in the wing approximation of the Voigt profile. Here, Γ(x) is
the Gamma function.
3 21-CM SIGNATURE AROUND THE FIRST
STAR
3.1 Importance of resolving gas in a halo
As described in Section 1, considering gas dynamics in each
halo is indispensable to precisely calculate the time-evolving
escape fraction. Thus, our simulations take into account gas
dynamics and resolve gas distribution in a mini-halo un-
like previous studies (Chen & Miralda-Escude´ 2008; Yajima
& Li 2014). In this section, we investigate how the effects
of resolving dense gas in a halo and gas dynamics impact
the emerging radial distribution of δTb. To do this, we com-
pare Run-Ref, in which static and uniform gas density is
assumed, and Run-z20S100H5e8, in which the RHD effect
is considered (see Table 1). Fig. 1 shows the radial profiles
of the 21-cm brightness temperature at tage = 0.5, 1.5, 1.7,
and 2.7 Myr, where the upper and lower panels correspond
to the profiles obtained from Run-z20S100H5e8 and Run-
Ref. Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of physical quantities
relevant to the brightness temperature in these runs.
In Run-Ref, a well-known characteristic feature, i.e. an
emitting region surrounded by an absorption region, mono-
tonically moves away from the central star as an I-front prop-
agates. This characteristic feature is known to be caused by
combination of partially ionized warm gas in the I-front and
abundant Lyα photons, forcing the spin temperature to be
coupled with the gas temperature, in front of the I-front (see
the right panels in Fig. 2).
Compared to Run-Ref, there are two remarkable fea-
tures in Run-z20S100H5e8. One is the strong emission region
at r ∼ 10−2 kpc, which disappears in a short time-scale within
0.5 Myr. The other is the deep absorption feature outside the
virial radius, which is almost steady until tage = 1.5 Myr and
then decays with time. Fig. 2 reveals that the spike in the
emitting region (δTb > 0) is caused by a shock preceding
the I-front (see Panel 1 of Fig. 2). Although the brightness
temperature at the spike is high at the very early phase,
the spike rapidly disappears because the shock propagates
outward quickly. On the other hand, the deep absorption
feature comes from the gas residing in the outer rim of the
halo where the gas is slightly overdense and colder than the
CMB temperature. As shown by Kitayama et al. (2004), the
ionized region is well confined until the I-front is converted
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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Figure 1. Radial profile of the differential brightness temperature
as a function of the distance from the central star. The upper and
lower panels respectively show the profiles in Run-z20S100H5e8
and Run-Ref. In these runs, the parameters are Mstar = 100M ,
zf = 20, and Mhalo = 8 × 105M . The red solid, green dotted,
magenta dot-dashed, and blue dashed curves represent the profiles
at tage = 0.5Myr, 1.5Myr, 1.7Myr, and 2.7Myr, respectively. The thin
curves show δTb(r) which is based on an assumption that the spin
temperature is completely coupled with the gas temperature. The
vertical arrow with rvir indicates the virial radius.
from D-type to R-type (Panel 2 of Fig. 2). Therefore photo-
heating does not work at the outer rim of the halo, and the
gas is kept as the cold state (Panel 3 of Fig. 2). In contrast to
the ionizing photons, UV continuum photons, which enable
the spin temperature to be coupled with the gas tempera-
ture through the WF effect, can reach the outer edge of the
halo (Panel 4 of Fig. 2). Furthermore, the radial profile of
δTb ∝ nHi
(
1 − TCMBTS
)
has the local minimum (the thin solid
curve in the upper panel of Fig. 1) in the case that the spin
temperature is completely coupled with the gas tempera-
ture (TS = Tgas). The combination of the local minimum of
nHi
(
1 − TCMBTS
)
and the dilution of the Lyα flux results in the
remarkable absorption feature at the outer rim of the halo.
The rapid decay of the absorption feature starts when
the ionizing photons escape from the halo. The escape frac-
tion of ionizing photons can be calculated by
fesc =
∫ ∞
νHi,L
L(ν)
hν e
−τν (rvir)dν∫ ∞
νHi,L
L(ν)
hν dν
, (25)
where νHi,L is the Lyman limit frequency. Fig. 3 shows the
time evolution of the escape fraction of ionizing photons.
The escape fraction sharply rises at tage ∼ 1.5 Myr, when
the absorption feature starts to decay. Hereafter, we call this
characteristic time as tdecay. As shown by Fig. 3, the escape
fraction in Run-z20S100H5e8 after tdecay is higher than that
assumed in Run-Ref, i.e., fesc = 0.5. This is a reason why
the I-front in Run-z20S100H5e8 almost catches up that in
Run-Ref at tage > tdecay (e.g., tage ∼ 2.7 Myr in Panel 2 and 7
of Fig. 2). We note that the expansion of the ionized region
due to hydrodynamics does not appear significantly because
the recombination time is much shorter than the lifetime of
the central star.
It is worth to mention that the dominant process cou-
pling the spin temperature with the gas temperature differs
between Run-Ref and Run-z20S100H5e8. Since the spin tem-
perature deviates from the CMB temperature if the coupling
coefficient (either xc or xα) is greater than unity, the size of
a signal region is roughly determined by the position where
a coupling coefficient becomes unity. As shown by Panel 5 of
Fig. 2, the collisional coupling process is important only in
the high-density region, and is usually less efficient than Lyα
coupling processes. Thus, we hereafter focus solely on xα. In
Run-Ref, the size of the signal region is determined by the
secondary excitation process rather than redshifted UV con-
tinuum at any evolutionary phases (see Panel 9 of Fig. 2),
because the absorption region moves with the I-front where
electrons are ejected by photo-ionization (Chen & Miralda-
Escude´ 2008). On the other hand, in Run-z20S100H5e8, the
process determining the size of the signal region differs ac-
cording to dynamical evolution. Before tdecay, the size is de-
termined by the redshifted UV continuum photons emitted
from the central star, as shown in Panel 4 of Fig. 2. The con-
tribution from Lyα flux induced by the secondary electrons
is important only inside the halo, because the ionized re-
gion is confined in the halo. After tdecay, TS and Tgas become
coupled via the Lyα photons associated with the secondary
excitation as in Run-Ref.
The deep absorption region may be an attractive target
for observations in the future, because the existence of such
a deep absorption implies a mini-halo hosting the first star.
Even if the profile is not resolved, the spatially smoothed
signal within the resolution of a telescope is more or less
influenced by the high amplitude as we discuss in Section 3.5
and Section 3.6. We also show that the decay time tdecay plays
an important role on the detectability of the individual 21-
cm signal, and is strongly dependent on the stellar mass,
the halo mass, and the formation redshift in the following
sections Section 3.2, Section 3.3, and Section 3.4.
3.2 Stellar mass dependence of δTb(r)
Since unveiling the mass of the first stars is very important
issue, we now investigate how the 21-cm signal around the
first star depends on the stellar mass.
Fig. 4 shows the time evolution of the radial profiles
of the brightness temperature in Run-z20S500H8e5, Run-
z20S100H8e5, and Run-z20S40H8e5, in which stellar masses
are respectively 500 M, 100 M, and 40 M. In the runs,
other parameters are fixed as Mhalo = 8×105M and zf = 20.
At a very early phase of tage = 0.3 Myr, the shapes of the
profiles in these three runs are very similar to each other,
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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Figure 2. Radial profiles of physical quantities associated with the differential brightness temperature in Run-z20S100H8e5 (left column)
and Run-Ref (right column) at tage = 0.5Myr (yellow thick curves) and tage = 2.7Myr (green thin curves). From top to bottom, each panel
shows the radial profiles of the number density, ionized fraction of hydrogen, the spin and gas temperatures, the Lyα coupling coefficients
originated in the continuum photons (solid) and the secondary excitation (dashed), and the collisional coupling coefficient. In Panel 3
and 8, the CMB temperature is shown by the horizontal dotted line, and the gas and spin temperatures are respectively represented
by the solid and dashed curves. In Panel 4, 5, 9 and 10, the horizontal dashed line indicates unity above which the coupling processes
effectively work to couple the spin temperature to the gas temperature.
and the peak positions of the absorption feature are almost
identical. However, at later phases, the shape of the radial
profile strongly depends on the stellar mass; tdecay becomes
earlier as the stellar mass increases. Fig. 5 shows the time
evolution of the escape fractions in these three runs. The
result with a luminous massive star suggests that the short
tdecay is originated in the leakage of ionizing photons due
to rapid expansion of the ionized region. In the case of a
less massive star, ionizing photons cannot escape from the
halo during the lifetime of the central star so that the deep
absorption feature lasts longer as shown by the green dot-
ted curve in Fig. 4. Thus, we find that δTb(r) sensitively
depends on the mass of the first stars. We would like to em-
phasize that such a strong dependence of δTb(r) on stellar
mass appears only if the absorption of ionizing photons in a
mini-halo is appropriately solved.
3.3 Halo mass dependence of δTb(r)
Since the time evolution of δTb(r) is sensitive to the dynamics
of the ionized gas in a halo as shown in Section 3.1, the time
evolution is expected to be sensitive to halo mass as well.
In this section, we perform simulations with various halo
masses and examine the halo mass dependence of the 21-cm
signal.
Fig. 6 shows the radial profiles of the brightness tem-
perature in Run-z20S100H3e5, Run-z20S100H8e5, and Run-
z20S100H3e6, in which different halo masses of 3 × 105 M,
8 × 105 M and 3 × 106 M are employed.
The results at an early phase (tage = 0.4 Myr) show
that the absorption feature has its peak position in further
distance from the central star for more massive haloes, and
also its amplitude is smaller for more massive haloes. As
discussed in Section 3.1, the peak position is determined by
the distributions of nHi and Tgas. More massive haloes are
spatially more extended following rvir ∝ M1/3halo, thus the peak
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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Figure 3. Time evolution of the escape fraction in Run-
z20S100H8e5. The constant escape fraction of fesc = 0.5, which
is assumed in Run-Ref, is also shown by the horizontal dashed
line.
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Figure 4. Radial profiles of the differential brightness tem-
perature at tage = 0.3 Myr (upper left), 0.5 Myr (upper right),
1.4 Myr (lower left), and 1.9 Myr (lower right). The profiles
obtained from Run-z20S500H8e5, Run-z20S100H8e5, and Run-
z20S40H8e5 are shown by the blue dashed, red solid, and green
dotted curves, respectively. The thin curves show δTb(r) assuming
the spin temperature tightly coupled with the gas temperature.
is located farther for more massive haloes. This fact also
indicates that Lyα flux from the central star at the peak is
weaker for more massive haloes, thus its amplitude is smaller
for more massive halo.
In addition, the time evolution from tage = 0.4 Myr to
2.7 Myr shows that tdecay becomes longer for more massive
haloes. This delay is caused by the abundant gas and deep
gravitational potential of a massive halo. Fig. 7 shows the
escape fraction of ionizing photons and indeed the rapid in-
crease of the escape fraction is delayed as the halo mass
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Figure 5. Time evolution of the escape fraction in Run-
z20S500H8e5 (blue dashed curve), Run-z20S100H8e5 (red solid
curve), and Run-z20S40H8e5 (green dotted curve).
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 4, except for showing Run-
z20S100H3e5 (green dotted curve), Run-z20S100H8e5 (red solid
curve), and Run-z20S100H3e6 (blue dashed curve).
increases. As a result, the massive halo with 3 × 106 M is
able to exhibit the deep absorption feature over the lifetime
of the central star even if the star is as massive as 100 M.
3.4 Redshift dependence of δTb(r)
In this section, we investigate the redshift dependence of the
radial profile of the 21-cm signal, which is likely caused by
the variation of gravitational potential and the gas density
of a halo at different redshifts.
Fig. 8 represents the time evolution of δTb(r) in Run-
z30S100H8e5, Run-z20S100H8e5, and Run-z10S100H8e5.
The results at tage = 0.5 Myr show that the amplitude of
the signal increases as redshift decreases. This behaviour is
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 4, except for showing Run-
z30S100H8e5 (green dotted curve), Run-z20S100H8e5 (red solid
curve), and Run-z10S100H8e5 (blue dashed curve).
understood as follow; the differential brightness temperature
is approximately proportional to −1/√1 + zf , because the gas
temperature and the CMB temperature respectively scale as
Tgas ∝ (1+ zf)2 and TCMB ∝ (1+ zf). In addition, the Lyα cou-
pling coefficient, xα, is proportional to Sα(z)/TCMB(z), where
Sα weakly depends on redshift. These two redshift depen-
dences work so as to make the differential brightness tem-
perature lower for lower redshift.
As straightforwardly expected, tdecay is earlier for lower
redshift halo because of the shallower potential, as indicated
by the time evolution of the escape fraction in Fig. 9. There-
fore, the deep absorption feature around the halo at z = 10
rapidly disappears, while that at z = 30 is sustained for long
time.
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 5, except for showing Run-
z30S100H8e5 (green dotted curve), Run-z20S100H8e5 (red solid
curve), and Run-z10S100H8e5 (blue dashed curve).
3.5 Time evolution of spatially smoothed δTb(r)
Our results indicate that the radial profile of the differential
brightness temperature is sensitive to the properties of the
first star. Therefore the detection of the 21-cm signal around
individual mini-haloes likely provides us with fruitful infor-
mation. Before estimating the detectability of signals from
individual stars, which we show in the next section, we here
calculate the volume-weighted average of δTb(r) (hereafter
〈δTb〉) within an expected angular resolution of the SKA
(1 arcmin) and understand the behaviour of the smoothed
signal.
Fig. 10 shows the time evolution of the smoothed sig-
nals 〈δTb〉 for various parameter sets. Note that we show the
absolute values of 〈δTb〉 in Fig. 10, though all of the original
values are negative. As shown in previous sections, the deep
absorption feature with ∼ −100 mK is most notable if the
radial profiles of δTb can be spatially resolved. However, the
expected angular resolution of the SKA, which corresponds
to 1.5 × 102 physical kpc at z = 20, does not allow us to
resolve it. Therefore, the very weak 21-cm signals (δTb ∼ 0
at the region extended outer than the absorption region)
dominate the area within the scale of the SKA angular res-
olution and the amplitude of a smoothed signal is only up
to ∼ 0.1 − 1 mK. Besides, the amplitude of a smoothed sig-
nal becomes stronger for higher zf despite the fact that the
absorption features on spatially resolved profiles show the
opposite trend (see Section 3.4). The redshift dependence of
the smoothed signal is originated from smaller physical scale
corresponding to 1 arcmin for higher z, i.e. 1.1× 102 physical
kpc at z = 30 whereas 2.6 × 102 physical kpc at z = 10.
The left panels of Fig. 10 show the time evolution of
〈δTb〉 in the cases of a static and uniform medium (e.g.
Run-Ref), where the amplitudes of the smoothed signals
monotonically decrease with time and increase with stellar
mass because the amplitudes are determined by xα which is
roughly proportional to Mstar/r2.
On the other hand, the time evolution of 〈δTb〉 obtained
from our RHD simulations behaves differently as shown in
the right panels of Fig. 10. (To help understanding the
behaviour, the blue dashed line in the right middle panel
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Figure 10. Time evolution of the spatially smoothed differential brightness temperature 〈δTb 〉, where the smoothing scale corresponds
to ∼ 1 arcmin. Note that the absolute values of 〈δTb 〉 are shown, though all of the original values are negative. The left and right columns
respectively correspond to the cases without and with the dense gas in mini-haloes. In each panel, the time evolution of 〈δTb 〉 for
Mstar = 40M , Mstar = 100M , and Mstar = 500M are indicated by the green dotted, red solid, and blue dashed curves, respectively. In
the all cases, the halo mass is set to be Mhalo = 8 × 105M .
well represents the typical time evolution.) At the phase
of tage < tdecay, the smoothed signals hardly evolve because
the radial profiles are almost steady (see Fig. 1). Although
Fig. 1 also shows that the absorption feature on δTb(r) starts
to decay soon after tdecay, the rapidly expanding signal re-
gion, which works to increase the amplitude, dominantly
affects the smoothed signal rather than the decreasing am-
plitude of the deep absorption, thus the amplitude of 〈δTb〉
rapidly increases at this phase. After the sudden increase in
|〈δTb〉|, Lyα coupling efficiency decreases due to the dilution
of radiation, resulting in the gradually decreasing |〈δTb〉|.
Although this sequence is commonly seen in |〈δTb〉| as far as
tdecay < tlife, the earlier phase can only be seen if tdecay is late
(e.g. Run-z10S100H8e5 indicated by the red solid line in the
right-top panel in Fig. 10). In the cases in which tdecay > tlife
is satisfied (e.g., Run-z30S40H8e5 indicated by the green
dotted line in the right-bottom panel in Fig. 10), |〈δTb〉|
monotonically decreases as the IGM density decreases via
the Hubble expansion.
We emphasize that the amplitudes of the smoothed sig-
nals based on the RHD simulations are usually larger than
those in the cases with a static and uniform medium after
tdecay, because the smoothed signals in the latter cases start
to decay soon after the birth of the star (e.g., comparison
between the blue dashed curves in the top panels of Fig-
ure 10). In contrast, when tage < tdecay, the opposite trend
appears (i.e, the amplitudes of the smoothed signals in the
former cases are smaller than those in the latter cases), be-
cause the signal regions are quite localized within the vicini-
ties of the haloes. Thus, roughly speaking, resolving gas in a
halo enhances the detectability of its smoothed signal if the
first star (the host halo) is massive (less massive) for which
tdecay is typically early.
3.6 Detectability of 21-cm signal around a
mini-halo
In this section, we compare the smoothed signal 〈δTb〉 with
noise temperature expected for the SKA. Following Furlan-
etto et al. (2009), the noise temperature is approximately
given by
Tnoise ∼ 1.9 × 102
(
106 m2
Aeff
) (
1 arcmin
∆θ
)2
×
(
1 + z
21
)4.6 (MHz
∆ν
1000 h
tint
)0.5
mK (26)
where Aeff is the effective collect area, ∆ν is the bandwidth,
∆θ is the angular resolution, and tint is the integration time.
We adopt Aeff = 106 m2, ∆θ = 1 arcmin, ∆ν = 1 MHz,
and tint = 1000 h, respectively. According to equation (26),
Tnoise = 9.7 mK at z = 10, Tnoise = 1.9× 102 mK at z = 20, and
Tnoise = 1.2 × 103 mK at z = 30.
Fig. 10 immediately informs us that the expected noise
level is too high to detect the simulated signals around in-
dividual haloes, although the time averaged |〈δTb〉| is en-
hanced by considering dense gas in a halo and the radiation
hydrodynamic effects in some cases. One may think that
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the signals tend to be detectable if we improve the angu-
lar resolution. However, finer spatial resolutions in obser-
vations do not enhance the detectability because the noise
level increases faster than the signals. Therefore we need to
increase Aeff × t0.5int to detect the individual signals. For ex-
ample, Aeff = 2.6 × 106 m2 and tint = 1500 h are required for
detecting the peak in Run-z10S500H8e5 (the blue dashed
curve in the top right panel of Fig. 10) with S/N = 2.
4 21-CM GLOBAL SIGNAL
In this section, we study the 21-cm global signal which re-
flects properties of the first stars, such as SFRD ( Ûρ?), and
their typical stellar mass. The results in Section 3 show that
the radial profiles of the gas temperature and the neutral
hydrogen number density are written as functions of Mstar,
Mhalo, tage, and zf (see Fig. 2). This results allow us to com-
pute the 21-cm global signal based on the following steps for
a given parameter set of Mstar, and Ûρ?. The redshift is fixed
to be z = 20 because this is currently the most attractive
redshift (Bowman et al. 2018).
(i) We randomly place 10 stars with tage in a periodic
three dimensional calculation box. The average volume
which a first star occupies equals to n−1star Mpc3, thus the
volume of the calculation box containing 10 stars is corre-
sponding to 10n−1star Mpc3. Here, the number density of the
first stars, nstar, is given by
nstar =
Ûρ?tlife
Mstar
, (27)
which enables us to take into account tlife previous works
did not consider. The number of grids is determined so as to
let the spatial resolution be 4 physical kpc 2. The probability
distribution of tage obeys the uniform probability with 0 ≤
tage ≤ tlife. Whereas the masses of haloes hosting the stars
are randomly determined according to the Press-Schechter
mass function raging from 3 × 105 M to 4 × 106 M 3.
The lower limit of the mass function roughly corresponds to
the minimum halo mass above which H2 cooling effectively
works (e.g. Tegmark et al. 1997; Nishi & Susa 1999).
(ii) We assign Tgas and nHi to all grids, by referring to
the radial profiles of Tgas and nHi obtained from the RHD
simulations. We allow the overlaps of haloes: we calculate nHi
by summing up components of the all overlapped haloes, and
designate the maximum value of Tgas among the overlapped
components.
(iii) We determine the Lyα coupling coefficients xα at all
grids. In contrast to the case of an isolated halo shown in
Section 3, many stars contribute to xα at a given position. In
this case, redshifted continuum photons mainly contribute
to xα. We extrapolate xα assuming xα ∝ r−2.4, and truncate
the xα at the horizon scale of Lyβ photons (see Section 2.3
for the detailed explanation of the horizon scale). Then, we
sum up all values of xα at each grid to consider the Lyα
2 We confirmed that estimated global signals hardly change even
if we improve the grid size by an order of magnitude.
3 We divide the halo mass range into 5 bins of Mhalo = 4 ×
105M, 6× 105M, 8× 105M, 106M , and 2× 106M , for which
we additionally performed runs.
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Figure 11. Absolute value of global 21-cm signals at z = 20
for Ûρ? = 5 × 10−5 M yr−1 Mpc−3 (red solid line), Ûρ? = 5 × 10−4
M yr−1 Mpc−3 (blue dashed line), Ûρ? = 5 × 10−3 M yr−1 Mpc−3
(green dotted line) as a function of the stellar mass. Note that
all of the original values of the global signals shown in this figure
are negative. As for the thick lines the temperature distribution
is computed based on the results on RHD simulations, whereas
Tgas = TIGM is assume for the thin lines.
flux from all stars. The scaling relation is motivated by the
fact that horizon scales are smaller for higher Lyman series
photons (Pritchard & Furlanetto 2006).
(iv) According to Tgas, nHi, and xα assigned to all grids,
we finally compute δTb at the grids with equation (15) and
(16), and average them to obtain the global 21-cm signal,
δTb, global. Note that the halo components increase the to-
tal hydrogen mass in the calculation box, resulting in an
artificially high δTb, global. Thus, we rescale δTb, global so as
to compensate the artificial increase in the total hydrogen
mass 4.
We repeat these steps 2000 times to evaluate the mean
value and the variance of the global 21-cm signals for a given
parameter set of Mstar and Ûρ?.
As stated in Section 1, the stellar-mass-dependent life-
time and heating rate, which previous studies did not
consider appropriately, are expected to leave their foot-
prints on the global 21-cm signal. Fig. 11 shows the ob-
tained global signals for 40 M < Mstar < 500 M and
5 × 10−5 M yr−1 Mpc−3 < Ûρ? < 5 × 10−3 M yr−1 Mpc−3.
Let us first discuss how the stellar-mass-dependent lifetime
is important, by showing the global signals obtained with an
assuming of Tgas = TIGM(z) (see equation 6) as the thin lines
in Fig. 11. As previous studies (Furlanetto 2006; Pritchard
& Loeb 2010; Mesinger et al. 2013; Yajima & Khochfar
2015) showed, the amplitude becomes stronger for higher
SFRD, because the WF effect becomes more efficient as the
number of stars increases. Furthermore, the amplitude de-
creases with increasing stellar mass: roughly speaking, the
amount of Lyα photons is proportional to the total stellar
mass, which follows ∝ Ûρ?tlife (equation 27). As shown by
Table 1, the lifetime is longer for less massive stars, thus
4 Without the rescaling, |δTb, global | turns out to be significantly
higher than ∼ 200 mK in the case of 40 M and Ûρ? = 5 ×
10−3 M yr−1 Mpc−3.
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the WF effect effectively works to couple the spin tempera-
ture with the gas temperature if the first stars are less mas-
sive. Note that the stellar mass dependence of the global
signal coming from the lifetime is weak. For example, with
Ûρ? = 5 × 10−4 M yr−1 Mpc−3, the amplitudes are −59 mK
for Mstar = 40M, and −55 mK for Mstar = 500M.
The discrepancy between the thin and thick lines in
Fig. 11 reflects the importance of heating, because the
thick lines are obtained by taking photo-heating by the
first stars into account. In the highest SFRD case of Ûρ? =
5×10−3 M yr−1 Mpc−3, the global signal is controlled by the
average gas temperature owing to the effective WF effect,
consequently the discrepancy is most notable in this case.
We note that the heating is less remarkable if Mstar = 40 M
even though the total stellar mass is the largest in this
case. This seemingly strange behaviour is caused by the
stellar-mass-dependent escape fraction shown in Section 3,
where we show tdecay is later for less massive stars. When
Mstar = 40 M, ionizing photons suffer from the absorption
by the gas in haloes, thus hardly heat the IGM even with
the highest SFRD. In the contrary case of the very massive
first stars (Mstar = 500 M) for which tdecay is early, ionizing
photons from the first stars well heat the IGM, resulting in
the large discrepancy between the thin and thick lines in
Fig. 11. We would like to emphasize that it is very difficult
to enhance the amplitude of the global signal if the typical
mass of the first stars is massive, because the photo-heating
rate as well as the Lyα flux increases with SFRD even if we
do not consider X-ray radiation.
To conclude, the stellar mass dependence of the 21-cm
global signal especially caused by the time-evolving escape
fraction is quite important, though the calculation in this
section may be too simplified to quantitatively promise the
dependence of the global signal on the SFRD and the first
star mass.
5 DISCUSSION
In this work, we focus only on the 21-cm signature around
the main sequence first stars. However, in reality even after
the lifetime of the central stars, partially ionized regions re-
main as relic Hii regions. Tokutani et al. (2009) found that
relic Hii regions are bright in the 21-cm line during the re-
combination time of the IGM. Since the recombination time,
which corresponds to an order of 10 Myr at high redshifts,
is much longer than the typical lifetime of the first stars,
the emission from such relic Hii regions likely contribute to
the global 21-cm signal. In addition, it has been known that
the fate of the first star depends on its mass (e.g., Heger
& Woosley 2002; Umeda & Nomoto 2002; Tominaga et al.
2007), and the first star with a certain mass range ends its
life as an energetic supernova (SN). Kitayama & Yoshida
(2005) reported that the SN significantly affects the distribu-
tion of the gas temperature and density around a mini-halo.
A shocks induced by the SN expand outward and sweep up
the gas in a relic Hii region, resulting in the enhancement
of the detectability of an individual relic region. Also high
energy photons emitted from the heated gas are expected
to affect the IGM temperature and thus impact the 21-cm
brightness temperature. We further study the stellar mass
dependence of the 21-cm signals by considering the effects of
relic Hii regions, SN, and high-energy photons, in the forth-
coming paper.
Yajima & Li (2014) studied the distinctive 21-cm signa-
tures around the galaxies and quasars, but did not consider
the effects by the dense gas in a halo and gas dynamics. The
effects are also expected to play an important role on the
brightness temperature around galaxies and quasars as well
as the first stars as shown in the paper.
When we evaluate the global 21-cm signal, we simply as-
sume that the first stars are randomly distributed. However,
in reality, the distribution of the stars obeys the background
matter distribution, and the number density of the first stars
depends on the local density (Ahn et al. 2012). Measuring
the 21-cm fluctuation arisen by the inhomogeneous distribu-
tion of the first stars likely provides us with the information
of the clustering of the first stars as well as the typical scale
of a 21-cm signal region. Hence we are planning to consider
such realistic matter distribution in our next study.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we first performed RHD simulations resolving
gas distribution in a mini-halo which previous studies omit-
ted, to investigate the 21-cm signal distribution around the
first stars. The simulations with such a new point enable
us to consider the time-evolving escape fraction. When the
escape fraction is considerably small, a characteristic deep
absorption feature with δTb < −100 mK appears at the outer
rim of a halo where the gas is colder than the CMB tem-
perature. The deep absorption signal starts to decay after
the escape fraction rapidly increases at the characteristic
time tdecay, then the signal shape becomes similar to that in
previous studies where they assume the static and uniform
medium. We found for the first time that the resultant ra-
dial profile of the brightness temperature strongly depends
on the properties of the first stars and the host halo, because
the time evolution of the escape fraction is sensitive to the
luminosity of the central star and the gravitational poten-
tial of the halo as shown by Kitayama et al. (2004). In our
simulations, tdecay is earlier for more massive stars, for less
massive haloes, and for lower redshift haloes, as straightfor-
wardly expected. In some cases that tdecay is longer than the
stellar lifetime, the absorption feature is sustained until the
central star dies.
Next, we discussed the detectability of the 21-cm signals
around individual haloes by comparing the simulated signals
with the currently expected specification of the SKA. Since
an expected angular resolution of the SKA is much larger
than the typical virial radius, the radial profile of δTb is
spatially smoothed out and its amplitude decreases down to
∼ 0.1 − 1 mK. Thus, the currently expected specification
of the SKA is insufficient to detect the individual signal,
although the time-evolving brightness temperature in our
simulations often enhances the amplitude of the smoothed
signal. We proposed that Aeff × t0.5int = 1.0× 108 [m2 h0.5] is at
least required for the detection of the 21-cm signal around
individual haloes.
We finally investigated how the properties of the first
stars are reflected on the 21-cm global signal, by utilizing
our simulation results. Given SFRD, less massive stars with
longer lifetime provide larger amount of Lyα photons than
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massive stars do, thus the WF effect becomes more effec-
tive if the first stars are typically less massive. However, this
effect turns out to be not notable because of the weak depen-
dence of the lifetime on the stellar mass (see Table 1). The
dominant process controlling the stellar mass dependence of
the 21-cm global signal is the heating rate originated in the
time-evolving escape fraction described above: the earlier
tdecay for more massive stars leads to more efficient heating
of the IGM. An interesting prediction from our results is
that the extremely strong absorption feature of the 21-cm
global, e.g. ∼ −200 mK at z = 20, is difficult to be repro-
duced even with an extremely high SFRD if the first stars
are typically very massive. In summary, to interpret the 21-
cm global signals, it is desirable to take into account heating
by the first stars, which strongly depends on tdecay (thus on
the stellar mass).
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